


Historical Facts (the 
last 20 years)  
 
Perception of 
Audiences about 
Eurovision 
 
Eurofans and 
Youtube Followers 
opinions to compare 
 
The language Factor 
  



Eurovision is the most seen music competition in Europe. 
European Broadcasting Union is the organizer.  
 
Some questions: 
 
• Eurovision is a Babel Tower?  
• Is necessary a Lingua Franca (English) to win? 
• What is the meaning of the contest to its audiences? 
 
Aims: 
 
• Find and define factors of success in ESC with comments 
of fans and followers.  
• Approach to voter’s taste finding elements that unify 
Eurovision fans and voters. 
• Find relations in votes and language.  



Why? 
 
• Most of the studies focus on the ratings or 
identity aspects, yet there is no study that 
takes into account, the participation online.  

• So we believe we can find ways to know 
more about the relation between votes and 
opinions of the fans or Youtube followers 
after the contest. 



  

Research Subjects 
 
Media Consumption, 
participants and 
success. 
 
Identities 
 
Voters System 
Analysis  
 
Eurovision 
Background 



Singers, fans, identity and ESC  

Lemish (2004): Israeli gay men and construction gender identity in their 
everyday life. 
Heller (2007): t.A.T.u. participation (2003) and national and international 
concepts of European identities. 
Christensen & Christensen (2008): “Europeanness” in “popular culture map” 
by the coverage of Turkey’s victory (2003). 
Bolman (2007): Politics of regionalism, nationalism and alignments. 
Sandvoss (2008): European identity and belonging through the affective 
bond television audiences with the event. 
Baker (2008): Nation representation and tendency toward simulation, 
representational strategies and symbolic hierarchies. 
Mitrovic (2010): Construction/recycling of national identities, memory and 
tradition and European cultural, Serbia (and Montenegro) (2004–2008) 
media coverage. 



Yair (1995): voting matrix and cohesive bonds and structure equivalences in taste 
among nations. The political blocs. 
Haan, et al (2005): Quality of cultural output, or taste. Public opinion and experts 
judgement. 
Spierdijk & Vellekoop (2006): Votes cast,  political voting and geographical 
influences, or preferences based on cultural, linguistic, ethnic, and religious 
differences and similarities. 
Fenn, et al (2006): Recasting voting data and compatibility “in tune or out of tune” 
cliques between countries. 
Clerides & Stengos (2006): Clusters and exchange of votes.  
Dekker (2007): Votes and the friendship network by geographical proximity. 
Ginsburgh & Noury (2008): Voting behaviour and ratings of judges. Linguistic and 
cultural proximities, between singers and voting. 
 
And some Background of Eurovision contest in Kressley (1978) 

Voters System Analysis  



Mixed  
 
Youtube ESC 
Channel TV 
Followers 
 
Exploratory  
 
Quantitative  
ESC facts and Data 
 
Qualitative Content 
Analysis of 
comments. 



 

Winning Songs 
 
Runner up songs 
 
In the las 20 years 
 
Languages 
 
Number of 
reproductions, 
suscriptions, likes 
and dilikes 
 



• 58 editions. First, 1956 in Lugano (Switzeland) 

• Audience more than 170 millions of viewers in Europe 
and around the world. 5 millions in Spain (33%) 

•  A competition in which more than 1.200 songs have 
been sung. 

• 58 languages have been spoken on the stage 



•  First rule related with languages 1966 for sing in 
national languages.   

•  1973 -1977 free language. 

•  Since 1978 the norm is reversed again. 

• 1999 free language again! 



English	  (46% )

French	  (24% )

Dutch	  (5% )

Hebrew	  (5% )

Swedish	  (3.5)

Norwegian	  (3.5% )

Spanish	  (3.5% )

Other	  Languages	  (6% )



•  17 songs with lyrics or expressions in English 

•  1   song  with lyrics or expressions in Ukranian 

•  1   song  in Norwegian 

•  1   song  in Hebrew 

•  1   song  in Serbian 



•  9 songs with lyrics or expressions in English 

•  1   song  with lyrics or expressions in Ukranian 

•  1   song  in Serbian 



•  9 songs with lyrics or expressions in English 

•  1   song with lyrics or expressions in Ukranian 

•  1   song with lyrics or expressions in Russian 

•  1   song with lyrics or expressions in German 

•  1   song with lyrics or expressions in Italian  

•  1   song with lyrics or expressions in Udmurt  

•  1   song in Serbian 



Comments telling us 
something, e.g: 
 
 
Feelings 
Identity 
Taste 
Meanings 
Performance 
Opinion 
Regards 
Understanding…or not 
 







It’s time to vote!  
 

   Thanks! 


